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Executive summary

In a period of profound and complex
transformations in the relationship between
science and society, it is important to adopt a
mutual learning approach, to better understand
the existing problems and prepare solutions. The
H2020 ResBios project, hope to take this approach
to implement long-term institutional changes
within a number of research organizations in the
field of Biosciences, inspired by the principles of
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI). Based
on the initial reflections and experiences of the
project, some key recommendations were written
and presented to research institution directors
and managers, to their networks, and more
generally to all researchers and stakeholders
interested in these topics. These
recommendations called for: the production and
dissemination of knowledge on the
science/society relationship and RRI institutional
change; the exchange of knowledge and
experience between research bodies, and between
them and the Quadruple Helix actors; the
strengthening of the exchange structures between
research bodies and external actors; the
development of the multi-, inter- and trans-
disciplinary dialogue; the use of scientific
knowledge in decision-making; the achievement of
RRI impacts assessments and progress in the
various contexts; and the scaling-up of knowledge
and experience.

1.The changing relationship between science
and society 

In contemporary societies, we are witnessing a decrease
in the social prestige of all institutions, which does not
only concern political or religious ones but also affects
science. This has led to a decline in people's trust, which
in the case of science facilitates the emergence of
phenomena such as that of the anti-vax movements,
misperceptions about Covid-19 or climate change
scepticism. At the same time, the significance of science
in social and economic life is paradoxically increasing,
thanks to cutting-edge research affecting vital issues,
such as those that address environmental, climate, food,
or health issues that are currently being experienced in
this period of global pandemics.

Under the ResBios Project, two policy briefs are planned
as a way for the reflections and experience of the
project partners to be utilized fully. Another document
will be delivered by the end of the project. The first
policy brief focuses on the importance of mutual
learning during a period of profound and complex
transformations in the relationship between science and
society. 
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Particular attention is attributed to mutual learning
aimed at implementing Responsible Research &
Innovation (RRI), or similar approaches, in the field of
biosciences. The text is directed above all to research
institution directors and managers, to their networks,
and more generally to all researchers and stakeholders
interested in reflecting on these topics, which have a
strong impact on the meaning and effectiveness of their
work. 



All this while scientific research is affected by profound
changes affecting its structure and functioning (see box
1). These changes, which are leading to critical
situations, difficulties and/or new opportunities, are
largely overlooked and poorly governed. This lack of
governance further affects the relationship between
science and society of which it is an integral part.

 

Box 1 - Some changes inside science

The ongoing transformations affecting science are
not only changing its relations with other sectors of
society but are also modifying its most basic and
intimate mechanisms, related to the very production
of “scientific knowledge”. This is manifested through
phenomena of different types and at times
contradictory and co-present, such as for example :
increasingly uncertain access to public resources and
support, and a related hyper-competition; increasing
effort in applied research while basic research is not
funded adequately; fragmentation of science internal
mechanisms; the trend towards the "openness" of
science, including also the implantation of citizen
science practices; the increasing relevance of inter-
and trans-disciplinarity; the tendency to favour
stakeholder participation in research; weakening of
the internal and external boundaries; high costs for
publications and difficulties in fostering open access;
unbalanced evaluation mechanisms paying attention
to the number of publications; weakness to
acknowledge the contribution of a number of
scientific actors (especially young people), greater
diffusion of scientific cooperation practices, etc.

Biosciences, due to their distinct characteristics, covers
many topics that are of interest to much of society (from
pandemics to the environmental crisis). The evolution of
these subjects and their political, economic and social
impact are at the heart of the dynamics of change.
Genetics/genomics, agro-food, plant science, zoology,
nature conservation, epidemiology, biochemistry or -
technology, just to mention a few, are all fields where
new legal, ethical, and social questions are constantly
being raised. In general, continuously questioning all
these issues often increases citizens mistrust in science
as they are subject to discussion in the public debate. 
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Box 2 - The RRI approach in short
 

RRI can be interpreted as an overarching policy strategy to
radically increase the intensity and quality of the interactions
between scientific research and society. RRI aims to achieve a
better alignment of research and innovation with the values,
needs, and expectations of society. At the level of research
institutions, RRI can activate structural processes able to
profoundly modify their culture, values, rules and procedures in
six key areas: 
• Public engagement: promoting the engagement of all societal
actors within the research and innovation process, involving the
researchers, citizens, policymakers, persons involved in business
and industry (the so-called “Quadruple Helix”); 
• Gender: advancing gender equality within research institutions
as well as within the design and content itself of research and
innovation, to improve the quality of scientific research; 
• Education: enhancing current educational strategies to provide
future researchers and other societal actors with new capacities
for taking responsibility in the research and innovation process
and attracting children and youth to science; 
• Open Access: making research and innovation transparent, free
of charge and easily accessible online, without restriction; 
• Ethics: ensuring that research and innovation respects
fundamental rights and ethical standards, and shifting the view
of research ethics away from a process of constraint to one of
supporting high-quality research results.

2.The RRI institutional changes
 

In recent decades, various strategies have been developed on an
international and European scale to manage these changes, such as
Broader Impact, Smart specialization, Open science, and the
Responsible Research & Innovation (RRI) approach. All they could
play a pivotal role in governing these dynamics. RRI, in particular,
regardless of any possible interpretation of it, is mainly a governance
approach providing orientations for introducing new institutional
solutions allowing research organizations to better facing the
changes (see box 2). 



 
As witnessed by the several RRI-oriented projects carried
out under the Horizon 2020 program, to better promote
the principles of RRI with the current challenges, risks and
opportunities, it is essential to encourage RRI embedded
institutional changes within research organizations as well
as to improve the relationships between research actors
and other political, business and civil society
stakeholders. Simultaneous this has to happen within a
broader societal context, where numerous geopolitical,
historical, cultural and environmental factors play a part. 

Box 3 - The ResBios Project
 

ResBios is embedding Responsible Research and Innovation-
RRI- practices within four universities and research institutions in
the field of Biosciences in four European countries (Croatia,
Greece, Spain, Ukraine). This takes place through the
implementation of 15 RRI Grounding Actions, to achieve
sustainable institutional changes. 
The Grounding Actions (GAs) are related to RRI keys and take
into consideration the MoRRI indicators while being aligned with
the Sustainable Development Goals. The project is focused on
biosciences, which are one of the crossroads in the relationship
between science and society.
The GAs have as their objects: experimenting and establishing
informal education activities; promoting lifelong learning
programmes; capacity building on RRI for university students
and researchers; establishing cooperation and networks with
schools; setting up a system of support for ethical principles in
the biological investigation; developing open access and open
innovation policies; setting up a system for fighting plagiarism
and promoting ethical publishing behaviours; redefining
research ethics, procedures and codes on biosciences emerging
needs; assessing the current situation about gender at the
university level; enhancing gender equality commitment within
the research organization; promoting citizens engagement
programs and citizen’s empowerment in neighbourhoods.
A further sui generis GA is the constitution of an international
network of responsible biosciences. 
In the ResBios’ approach, the four RRI dimensions are both a tool
to support the Grounding Actions and tools for governing the
changing science /society relationship.

·Anticipation (envisioning the future development of
research and innovation, including risks and
opportunities)
·Reflexivity (capacity to keep control of their
activities and knowledge)
·Inclusiveness (engagement of different
stakeholders)
·Responsiveness (reaction and management of
economic, environmental or societal consequences
involved in new technologies/innovations). 

Box 2 - The RRI approach in short
continued... 

 
Research governance is a further key area, in a certain
sense transversal to the others: it is related to how the
scientific community participates in the policymaking
process, developing adequate RRI models which
integrate all its keys.

RRI also implies a new modus operandi, that is
characterized by four dimensions: 

 
The ResBios project is also confronting this complex set of
issues and their contexts (see box 3). 
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“continuous” because everything changes rapidly
and new phenomena always emerge, which are
poorly understood and hence poorly managed; 
“shared” because no decision-maker, no single type
of actor and no discipline can address the
challenges alone.

3. Mutual learning and the challenge of
complexity

 
It is now well known that in the face of large and
complex societal problems, it is necessary to combine
knowledge and energies of various kinds and from
various sources. This applies to major environmental
(see global warming), energy, health or any other type of
issues. For example, everyone can see the great
enterprises of producing vaccines against COVID-19
within an extremely short time, making use of and
openly sharing, on a global scale, the results of scientific
research in this field. On this occasion, the need to
regain trust in science among a large part of the
population, and to find a new way of collaboration and
knowledge exchange (not taken for granted, as we have
seen) between scientists and decision-makers emerged
in an equally evident way.

All that challenges researchers, decision-makers and
stakeholders to find out new, faster and more effective
ways to cooperate and co-create new solutions, thus
making the most of the “collective intelligence” available.
This implies a continuous and shared understanding of
reality:

 
Mutual learning has a problem-solving approach and a
specific multi-, inter- and trans-disciplinary
characterization. For this reason, it has a strong Open
science imprint and aims to integrate knowledge and
experience produced in different contexts: within
individual scientific disciplines, among disciplines and
research actors and political, entrepreneurial, and civil
society actors. It is also one of the ways in which
European institutions promote the exchange and
dissemination of information and good practices on
certain issues to develop more relevant policies. 

 
When mutual learning is applied to projects that, like
ResBios, deal with RRI institutional change, especially in
a particularly sensitive and dynamic field such as that of
biosciences, the key question to face is how to
encourage an exchange between the various scientific
organizations, gradually involving in the changing
process, according to forms of co-creation, also the
“Quadruple Helix” actors (research actors, decision-
makers, business and civil society organizations). 

The Quadruple Helix Model adapted by Fraunhofer (2016), originally
developed by Carayannis and Campbell (2009). Copyright © 2015 Fraunhofer.

In such a context, mutual learning process is crucial. The
mutual learning approach is a response to the need to
capitalize on existing knowledge and wisdom in the
"knowledge society", to address complex problems on a
global and local scale. 

 
The notion of mutual learning has been the subject of
study and application in the scientific, political and
organizational fields for several decades. It was
therefore formalized and operationalized in different
ways. In general terms, it can be viewed as an approach
based on the exchange of information and experiences
on a specific problem or set of problems, aimed at
improving the capacity and quality of response of the
involved actors. This requires an effort of sharing,
receptivity and internalization on the part of the
participants. 
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favour a selection of the vast amount of "global
information" existing on the relationship between
science and society and RRI institutional change; 
facilitate the exchange of knowledge and experience
between the various stakeholders involved; 
support the actors involved, especially research
organizations, to re-elaborate this global information
and such knowledge and experiences, to transform it
into local “knowledge”, which can persist over time. 

how to understand a reality that changes in an often-
elusive way;
how to share knowledge; 
how to guide choices; 
how to produce coordinated impact.

 
To make this exchange more relevant and effective,
mutual learning can: 

Mutual learning, in this context, could mean to learn: 

 
 

Box 4 - ResBios as a mutual learning environment
 

The GAs promoted by ResBios have a transformative
character, connected with ongoing social dynamics (the
relationship between science and society), and involve a
continuous process of action, dialogue, discovery,
reflection, learning, re-action and re-learning.
In this context, the mentors have the function of
fostering a better understanding of RRI and institutional
change by the “beginner” partners, presenting research
and experiences at the European and international level,
helping the "beginners" to identify risks and
opportunities, formalize acquisitions together with them
for identifying operational solutions. 

Mutual Learning is carried out through the creation of
permanent working groups on the RRI keys, a blog, three
mutual learning workshops that mark the main steps of
the project, internal evaluation activities, and other ad
hoc initiatives. 

 

 
In this context, the ResBios project, still in progress, aims to
configure itself as a mutual learning environment including
the four partners implementing Grounding Actions (GAs) as
“RRI beginners”, supported and fostered by “RRI mentors”,
that is research organizations having already promoted RRI
institutional changes in the past. It is a real “community of
practice”, which also includes the partners who carry out
coordination, support, evaluation and dissemination
activities and, gradually, the internal interlocutors of the
various research institutions of the ResBios consortium, as
well as the external stakeholders (i.e. those of the
“Quadruple Helix”)  (see box 4).
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environment

Box 4- The ResBios Project
continued...

Mutual learning is a tool to gradually promote greater awareness
of the issues related to the implementation of RRI GAs,
empowerment of the ResBios partners, a reflection on the role
of the researcher within the relationship between science and
society today.

Under the ResBios project, a plan to launch an International
network for sustaining responsible biosciences will be
developed, also to help partner organisations continue and
enhance their engagement with RRI.

the production of knowledge on the current changes in
science/society relationships and on the preconditions and
functioning of the RRI institutional change at various levels
(internal and external to research organizations);
the exchange of knowledge, information and experiences
between researchers and research organizations, in
continuous interaction with the other actors of the
Quadruple Helix;
the strengthening of all internal and external structures of
research organizations (library and information services,
offices for international research, offices for relations with
the territory, structures for technology transfer, science
parks, museums, etc.) that can favour the accumulation
and circulation of knowledge and information and the
collaboration between research actors and other
stakeholders, both on the local level and elsewhere; 

4.Some policy recommendations
 

The ResBios experience on RRI institutional change (in
Biosciences and beyond) allows to identifying some policy
recommendations addressed to research institution directors
and managers, as well as their networks. These
recommendations request to encourage and support:



the promotion of interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary
and transdisciplinary dialogue, to provide a
foundation for mutual learning between actors from
different disciplines or between the latter and those
who in their extra-scientific environment have
acquired different knowledge and skills; 
the identification of mechanisms for better
production and use of knowledge for political
decision-making;
the debate (above all on a European level) on how -
and at what levels and in which contexts - to
produce coordinated and common impact and
progress, which are at the same time compatible to
the different local realities;
foster the scaling-up of experiences and knowledge
through dissemination, networking, and scientific
meetings at various levels.
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